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Abstract: Due to ubiquitous technology development in VANET system causes several technical problems in the deployment of many embedded sensors to increase its communication facilities through expanding the communication range in the field of wireless networking of Ad hoc networks. VANET system has to be solved future challenges in both standard and network perspectives. A key solution for future challenges is properly specifying the communication requirements of VANET system applications and properly deriving the appropriate parameters of network. VANET systems future challenges enable us in developing the network and provide significant development opportunities in order to get better communication services. But unfortunately, even now secure data dissemination, effective use of available resources in network, and reducing the cost of computation are the major challenges of VANET system. In this paper we discuss various future challenges of VANET system by using cloud computing. Cloud computing increases the scalability and reliability of network. This paper discusses various future challenges of VANET and implementation of some major networking cloud methods along with rudimentary concepts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
VANET is one of the fundamental pervasive technologies for providing comfort, safe, and efficient transportation services to passengers as well as drivers by using wireless communication technology. It is a quite prominent research area in which every participating vehicular node (vehicle) acts as a router to provide better services by using wireless technology in their radio coverage. It is a term used to describe the spontaneous ad hoc network which is formed by every participating vehicle node in VANET system [1]. Rapid increase in number of vehicles in major cities of different countries causes traffic accidents and also traffic congestion problem on road. So, it is necessary to introduce advanced road traffic intelligent transport systems to control the movement of vehicular nodes and to monitor the problems of VANET in order to overcome these traffic problems [2]. These advanced services can increase the road safety conditions. VANET has been increased its momentum and services but at the same time it faces serious problems like traffic accidents, traffic congestion problem, polluting the environment of network system and communication problems at global level. In VANET each node is equipped with efficient embedded sensors. Each device in VANET environment can be connected with wired or wireless connection. In VANET a RSU (Road Side Unit) is fixed infrastructure with powerful computing sensors acts as cloud directory which will store information for future use [3]. VANET is neither restricted geographical area nor it can be predictable due to its highly dynamic environment characteristics. It is obvious that to implement the smart technologies and standards in the VANET environment system to obtain good communication facilities for achieving efficient and reliable secure communication which can be potentially decrease the number of accidents on highway [4]. VANET provides two types of services to provide better services as safety and non-safety services. Safety services require low latency and high reliability. Data latency means amount of time between sender and receiver. Reliability is the success rate of the sending messages from sender node to receiver node. Safety messages are warnings in emergency conditions. In contrary to it, non-safety services do not require low latency and high reliability. Again non-safety applications categorized as: Traffic management services and infotainment services [5]. Traffic management services are used to control the traffic flow and to control the traffic congestion problem in VANET system. And infotainment services can be utilized to retrieve and gather the required information to facilitate entertainment services. Even though, VANET provides much feasibility for disseminating messages among vehicular nodes from source node to destination node, it faces secure problem in network perspective. It is challenging task to provide better communication because of fast topology, network disruption. So to overcome this problem research has to be done in better and secure way such that available resources are utilized at maximum. VANET uses different communication standards like WAVE; DSRC etc. in order to provide better communication at various countries. DSRC is a short range communication system for provide safety and infotainment services in both commutation methods V2V and V2I in VANET radio coverage. DSRC is allocated by FCC (Federal Communications Commission) at 75MHz spectrum in the range 5.850 to 5.925 GHz band. Normally, communication range in VANET is 100-300 meters. But by using advanced communication protocols in communication standards, we can increase the communication range [6].
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In the architecture of VANET main components are OBU (on-Board Unit), RSU (Road Side Unit), AS (authentication Server) and communication control authorities at various levels like CA (central authority), RA (Roadside Authority) etc. Ad hoc cloud structure combines mobile Ad hoc and vehicle Ad hoc to form cloud in VANET environment in order to control and store the communication traffic problems and communication parameters. In VANET messages which are delivered and received among vehicular nodes are categorized as: time critical event messages, non real time messages [7]. Transmission of time critical message plays a very significant role in VANET for safety applications because these require always low latency. But infotainments services do not need to be delivered to the edge servers since the destination of those messages are apparent. So, in this case some networking devices such as switches or routers need to discriminate the time critical event messages from infotainment messages to send them to appropriate destinations.

1.1 Requirements and Key Challenges of VANET
There are many problems which are being faced in VANET system environment. But important problems are:

- Data Dissemination: data dissemination means to spread data widely to nearby authenticated vehicular clusters such that reducing the probability of collision
- Data Transfer Standards: in VANET communication among vehicular nodes will be possible by using some data transfer standards like IEEE 802.11p, p1609.
- Information Transfer Protocol: the VITP (Vehicle Information Transfer Protocol) infrastructure can be used to provide traffic oriented services and location based services to users using information retrieval from vehicular embedded sensors and taking advantage of on-board GPS (Global Positioning System) navigation system.
- Connectivity among Available Resources: it is obvious that every VANET user must to be get connection among available all resources in order to provide excellent services.
- Mobility of Vehicular Nodes: mobility means to be moved freely and easily in normal situations. IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) defined MIPv4/v6 (Mobile Internet Protocol version 4 or 6) and FMIPv6 (Fast MIPv6 version 6) as mobility protocols for best mobility in VANET system.

- Security and Privacy in Data Transfer: security feature plays a significant role in every network system. In the same way it plays a tremendous significant role in VANET system also. In order to provide better security features we use algorithms which have combination of cryptography with number theory principles.

The main challenges in vehicular cloud are security, privacy of data, network scalability, signal attenuation, and mobility.

1.2 Cloud Computing in VANET System Environment
The CC-V is a recent technology combining the cloud computing with VANET. Cloud computing in VANET (CC-V) is a large repository of configurable computing resources. It is tremendous technology used to retain our information which exists inside a communication. To obtain authentication is major challenge in cloud environment [8]. It is a latest computing method and provides a pioneering production replica for association to implement IT (Information Technology). Cloud computing is also known as utility computing. Accomplishment of cloud computing obtains advanced requirements and giving proper services in VANET communication. Cloud enables us to get scalability and resource pooling. As cloud computing is evolving by leaps and bounds the boundaries between the services are vague in VANET.
In VANET system clouds are categorized as:

- Vehicular Clouds
- Vehicles using Clouds
- Hybrid Clouds

Each cloud gives particular set of services depending upon the underlying communication paradigm. And each cloud sub-categorized into various methods. For convenience, we provide taxonomy of VANET cloud below. Vehicular cloud formed as combination of VANET and some cloud paradigms [9].

Cloud computing changed the computation and communication scenario by decoupling computational assets from physical infrastructure thereby enabling visualization [10]. Logically VANET clouds inherit their parental long chased security.

### 1.3 Applications of Cloud Computing in VANET

- Parking management
- Traffic management and monitoring
- Safety oriented
- Alert management
- Vehicle maintenance controlling
- Data storage applications
- Emergency messages management

### 1.4 Issues of Cloud Computing in VANET

- Confidentiality issue
- Privacy and security issue
- Communicational issue
- Data security issue
- Information retrieval issue

Cloud computing is worked on two major dimensions of research in VANET system. The framework of CC-V improves the reliability an efficiency of the ITS applications. This paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we define fundamental concepts of VANET and cloud computing in VANET system. In section 2 we discussed some related works in VANET cloud computing fields. In section 3 we provide methods in cloud computing. In section 4 we gave conclusion and at last we give references which were used in preparing this paper.

### 2 RELATED WORK

Recently cloud computing feature has increased its development in the field of communication in VANET system environment. It has been happened because usage of powerful embedded sensors in VANET communication. Cloud computing requires high speed internet, parallel processing and virtualization. Hence fast and efficient information spraying is an essential precondition for CC-V in VANET system. Po-Ting Wie [11] envisaged the next paradigm shift from VANET to CC-V by merging VANET with cloud computing. In [12] Sumraa and co-others recommended a way to notify the accurate point by using the location of nearby vehicle nodes. The authors in [13] proposed a heterogeneous network called SDVN (Software Defined Vehicular Ad hoc Network) for improving the scalability of vehicular nodes in VANET. Similarly in [14] the authors designed RSU-CRM (Road Side Unit-Cloud Resource Management) for VANET system to
increase the QoS (Quality of Service) features. Many researches on cloud computing in VANET have been done mainly in two major themes including cloud computing in VANET (CC-V) and Vehicle using Cloud (VuC). With cloud computing we can solve communication messages storage and retrieval for propagating safety messages to nearby authenticated vehicle nodes in VANET system. Cloud computing allows us to store the VANET data in a way that users can reutilize it to enhance the performance of network. In [15] authors described how to address location awareness services using cloud computing in VANET system. In modern days cloud computing is ultimate solution to any type problems. The big type benefit of cloud computing is any user an access data from anywhere and anytime. In cloud on can store massive data at any centralized data base. Cloud services enable its users in business context also to operate IT applications on an OpEX (Operating Expenses which can be defined as the funds an organizing sector uses to run its daily business) which model rather than capEX (Capital expenditures allows users to store the data and these are spending your business put towards fixed assets) model. Bernstein et al. [16] described PaaS (Platform as a service) approach for the mobile domain with possible available potential applications. With usage of cloud resources, the data processed efficiently according to user requirement. But vehicular cloud is not applicable if service providers are very highly dynamic in nature. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a method which combines vehicular clouds and cloudlets in order to provide computing capabilities to Smartphone. This mechanism depends on two conditions: first is a reliable connection between Smartphone and CC-V. Second is availability of resources in vehicle cloud. Vehicular clouds are enriched with dynamicity as cloud can move unexpectedly which is affected the performance of vehicular cloud. Modern storage of a cloud is totally different with traditional cloud storage service which is managed by cloud storage service. Ghazizadeh et al. [18] proposed a prediction model based on fault tolerance for task distribution in a vehicular cloud in VANET. The entire framework CC-V is based on volunteer computing where a vehicular node shares their computing power with other vehicular node in VANET. In CC-V to control internet traffic a cluster head is defined who is responsible for task distribution and data gathering. Dressler et al. [19] proposed a data storage and data retrieval framework based on VCP (Virtual Cloud Protocol) which was designed to work on built-in storage of parked vehicles. It utilizes the concepts of hash table by use of hashing. Vehicles data storage services are not only limited to the data offloading mechanism, but also the combined storage capabilities. Mensi et al. [20] developed a framework to utilize the storage capacity of volunteer vehicles for VANET environment. Authors in [21] try to solve the security issue in VANET using cloud computing. Normally, cloud computing has three layers in its structure. First is cloud layer which is depends upon the stationary data centers and available vehicular resources. Second is client layer which is designed and developed by many end cloud users. Last but not least is communication layer which is main for data communication in a CC-V and to ensure the connection between client located in the lower layer and VANET cloud server. Salibitam et al. [22] proposed a novel computing mechanism for VANET cloud in VANET. Individual cloud service providers would be responsible for technical operation of their cloud in VANET. Mensheds and artil [23] tried to solve the problem by enabling the vehicular nodes to discover their needed services. Bessani et al. [24] designed a scheme to solve security issues of cloud computing in data communication of VANET system by using cryptography. Cachin et al. [25] did a comprehensive survey on data integrity and consistency in clouds. Vehicles share their location information in the form of communication waypoints with cloud infrastructure in VANET with optimal routing algorithm. Qin et al. [26] discovered a cloud-based routing mechanism in VANET which provides efficient routing services in CC-V. Leng and Zhao [27] proposed an intelligent Internet-of-Vehicles system to collect traffic congestion information from external environments in real time from cloud computing for VANET system. Vehicular distributing computing in CC-V is always has numerous favorable solutions in ordinary distributing computing in VANET system. One form of cloud computing is the ECC (Edge Cloud Computing) framework interconnects edge devices of IOT (Internet of things) with conventional cloud computing. This is also called as MEC (Multi-access Edge Computing). MEC is identified as a key architectural technology for Iota and mission critical problems in CC-V. One of the critical challenges in cloud computing is end-to-end responsiveness between the clouds and associated vehicular nodes in VANET. In order to address the end-to-end responsiveness problem cloudlet is proposed [28] in cloud computing. In order to facing the future problems in cloud computing SDN (Software Defined Network) and NFV (Network Function Virtualization) are being developed. NFV enables edge devices to provide computing services and to operate network all functions in VANET system.

3 METHODOLOGY

Future VANETs and its applications will go beyond the current trend and integrate with new emerging technologies which introduce new functionalities in VANET system services. One of key solutions for VANET’s future problems will be heterogeneous with implementation of below methods where the OBUs of the vehicles are equipped with powerful communication technologies like IEEE 802.11p.

Fig. 6. VANET future research scope
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3.1 VANET Future Research Scope
In VANET research will have done on below features in order to get better communication in VANET system.
- Vehicular cloud
- Fault tolerance
- Image processing
- Mobility model
- MAC layer protocol

3.1.1 Vehicular Cloud
Cloud computing has various advantages only when this is implemented in vehicular network from software to hardware. This also provides on-demand resources to needy user.

3.1.2 Fault Tolerance
This mechanism has been developed to limit the fault in the system. In VANET scenario, if any wrong goes with a vehicular node then problem will be created in whole network system and packet drop occurs. So, in order to overcome this problem in a way such that removes the fault tolerance from the system.

3.1.3 Image Processing
Now a day in greatest technologies image processing is in top 5 lists. It is wide area of research. A vehicular node can take the user image and track the user by placing the camera in vehicle. Such a way we can provide safety to use in VANET system.

3.1.4 Mobility Model
Mobility means to move freely within network or network cluster. It is the most challenging area to be solved to overcome this mobility model properly in real-time scenario.

3.1.5 MAC Layer Protocol
The main task of MAC (Medium Access Control) Layer Protocol in network is to make fast data exchange among vehicular nodes in VANET. So, in every part of network we can involve with this Protocol. However, next generation VANET system has special requirements of autonomous vehicles with low latency, connectivity, high mobility, and real-time applications which are not solved by conventional cloud computing. So, merging of fog computing with conventional cloud computing may be a potential solution for several issues in present and future VANET system.

3.2 Cloud Computing Platforms
The cloud service can be classified into distribution models in the form of layers. Every cloud computing platform has allows with various services.
- Naas(Network as a Service)
- Stash(Storage as a service)
- Camas(Computing as a Service)
- Peas(Platform as a service)
- Iasi(Infrastructure as a Service)
- SessS(Sensing as a Service)

This classification in the form of a tree is depicted as:

Fig. 7. Cloud services various forms

3.3 Vehicular Edge Cloud computing
It is equal to a form of cloud computing which connects various IoT edge devices and conventional cloud computing. It consists of virtualized data centers distributed in different data locations. It has flexibility technology with providing high bandwidth and low latency. It provides cloud services with better performance. Even though, VANET uses the cloud computing to solve the many existing problems, still there are some fundamental problems related to communication. Based on the unstoppable development of cloud computing in VANET system we can solve existing problems by using three types of mechanisms in ECC. These mechanisms are:
- Fog Computing
- MEC(Multi-access Edge Computing)
- Cloudlets

3.3.1 Fog Cloud Computing
The fog platform is between the conventional cloud environment data centers and vehicular nodes. In fog computing environment all type of communication will be done using IP (Internet Protocol). It provides low latency service. A fog server connects the cloud and other fog devices using wired connections on the internet.

Fig. 8. Fog computing structure in VANET
3.3.2 MEC (Multi-access Edge Computing)
This MEC technology is developed as to be implemented at the communication base stations of VANET in order to provide flexible and efficient services to users of VANET. It moves the traffic computing and services from a main operating cloud to edge of the network. The main purpose of MEC is to integrate the all the base stations of VANET in communication way. The MEC server provides best connectivity among base stations and nodes, data storage management, and accurate data sharing services.

3.3.3 Cloudlets
A cloudlet is used in VANET as a flexible solution which deals in critical network connectivity situations. A cloudlet is a network performance enhanced small cloud data center.

4 Conclusion
VANET is an emerging and prominent research area with tremendous developing technologies in networks especially in network security. In future VANET will have to be followed fast communication with security. By reading this paper a user of VANET able to understand fundamental concepts about cloud computing. Here we outlined key challenges to be resolved in VANET. Moreover, we present overview of cloud computing and different mechanisms in edge computing which fall under the same umbrella.
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